
The emerging role of the chief 
product officer in Europe 
The CPO role is 
gaining traction in 
the tech and fintech 
industries. What should 
companies consider 
when appointing one?

In our extensive work with technology and financial technology (fintech) companies, we’ve seen 
more and more companies appoint chief product officers (CPOs). To understand more about 
this evolving role, we recently examined how the CPO role is structured in 77 of Europe’s most 
prominent and valuable tech and fintech companies. We compared CPOs in the two sectors in 
areas such as skill sets, responsibilities, and industry experience and supplemented the research 
with insights from a number of in-depth interviews with European CPOs. 

With many successful companies across both industries leveraging product as a key comparative 
advantage, the focus on the role is only increasing. That means that an increasing number of 
companies must contemplate when the time is right to put a CPO in place—and how to define 
the role for their organizations. Our report suggests a few crucial considerations for leaders for 
both shaping the role and attracting the right persons to it.
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The many paths to the CPO position 

Distinctive, laser-sharp-focused value propositions lie at the heart of start-ups and naturally 
shape CPO roles in the fintech sector. Fintechs look to transform the customer experience 
through superior offerings, enabled by a cost base that’s a fraction of that incurred by 
traditional companies. Success depends on exceptional capabilities in product design and 
commercialization, underpinned by a strong understanding of the cost architecture. 

It’s not surprising, then, that fintech CEOs or founders typically take a very hands-on approach 
to product in the early stages of their companies. CPOs are usually hired only when the business 
begins to scale and founders need to focus on operational challenges and spend more time with 
investors. This, combined with the relative youth of the sector, means that fintech CPOs haven’t 
been around for very long and are still very much defining their roles.

 

There are clear advantages to having a hybrid role, as it establishes at the most senior level 
someone who understands both product and technology. There are a number of examples where 
this type of role has been leveraged effectively in the tech sector: British online food order and 
delivery service Just Eat and the train-booking service Trainline, for example, have combined the 
CPO and chief technology officer (CTO) roles into one chief product and technology officer (CPTO) 
position.1  Equally, there are challenges in balancing these two rather different functions, and a 
large number of companies are opting for two different roles.

Fintechs, for their part, are well aware of the critical importance of the technology function for 
financial services (FS) businesses. The sensitivity of financial data demands that technical operations 
be able to withstand regulatory scrutiny, and the standards expected of FS platforms make the 
credibility of financial-transactions technology paramount. But the very complexity of these factors 
can argue for the CTO to focus exclusively on technology, which may be an additional reason most 
fintechs have a separate CPO.

That said, regulation also plays a role in shaping the role of fintech CPOs. Products and services 
need to excite customers and be commercially viable yet meet the often onerous and evolving 
compliance requirements in areas such as financial crime and customer protection. It’s a complex 
mandate that can make commercial awareness more important than technical prowess, depending 
on the strength of regulatory oversight and its implications for the product. And, as regulation lags 
behind the rapidly emerging fintech sector, it gives companies more space to innovate and go to 
market faster, and even be active participants in shaping policy through regulatory sandboxes, 
where they have access to regulators and consumers to test new innovations. On the downside, 
the relative lack of regulatory oversight compared with that of traditional FS firms creates a wider 
spectrum of risks, especially related to data protection and privacy, which can have a disastrous 
impact on the consumer trust that fintechs depend on as the business scales—a point that 
strengthens the argument for a CTO who is completely focused on those areas.

Such considerations will certainly continue to preoccupy many fintechs as they step up 
collaboration with traditional players or apply for banking licenses. A case in point is the peer-to-
peer lending sector, for which the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority introduced new 
rules and standards in 2019, following some high-profile failures.2

1 This is true for Trainline, with the exception of a short moment in time when it created a separate product-focused role to support its initial 
public offering. The company has since reverted to the hybrid position.

2 Financial Conduct Authority, “Loan-based (‘peer-to-peer’) and investment-based crowdfunding platforms: Feedback to CP18/20 and final 
rules” policy statement, June 2019, fca.org.uk.

“The challenge of putting product 
and technology together is that it is 
difficult for someone to effectively 
run such a massive agenda, especially 
as organizations are reaching 
critical mass and complexity.”

Nilan Peiris
Vice President, Growth, TransferWise

“As a CPO, you have to create a 
proposition that will both excite 
customers and be commercially 
viable, in line with complex 
regulatory requirements. Fintech 
products are less an expression 
of technology in its simplest and 
purest form but more an expression 
of technology and regulation 
coming together to deliver a 
product customers want.”

Didier Baclin
Chief Product Officer, Zopa, United Kingdom

How CPO roles at fintechs and tech companies compare
Fintechs Tech companies

Average age of companies

Hybrid roles

CPOs with tenure under two years

Skills sets and experience:*
Commercial

Technical

Both

CPOs with tenure under one year

* Numbers may not sum to 100%, because data was not available for all respondents.
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57%

72%

7.5 years

72%

20%

2%
26%

30%

45%

16 years

51%

42.5%

8%

32%



New propositions, new talent
The differences between tech and fintech CPOs are also due in no small part to talent supply. 
Cutting-edge technology skills in financial services are hard to come by, as all sectors now compete 
for the same people, and the talent pool hasn’t caught up with demand. 

However, as fintechs seek creative ways to challenge incumbents, they are looking beyond 
financial services to find people who have broad exposure to the tech sector and can spur product 
innovation. Fifty-three percent of the fintech CPOs we surveyed were recruited from outside the FS 
sector, and 62% of those came from technology and business services.

Defining the CPO role
Given the variations in CPO roles in just these two sectors, company leaders in any sector who are 
considering adding a CPO have no standard models to follow. Lacking a clear definition of their 
roles, there is a high chance that new CPOs will be dissatisfied and ineffective, leading to higher 
turnover—which our study suggests may already exist in fintech, given the shorter tenures of 
fintech CPOs compared with their tech counterparts. 

In our experience, product leaders fall into five broad archetypes, each exhibiting a different 
combination of technological and commercial acumen and each delivering value in a different way:

3 David Boehmer, “Fintech COOs: Redefining the role for a new industry,” May 9, 2019, heidrick.com.

“The reality is that every CPO role 
is different, and it’s very hard to 
consistently articulate what the 
role entails. Founders decide they 
need a CPO because product is 
critically important, and as their role 
is expanding, they need someone to 
lead the function. They cannot always 
clearly articulate what the role should 
focus on, as the scope can vary 
from designing brilliant customer 
journeys to leading engineering and 
development teams and commercial 
or external communications.”

Julian Sawyer
Managing Director, Gemini, Europe

At the same time, each role, company, and management team is unique. And, particularly among 
newer organizations, the beliefs and personalities of founding members can have an outsized 
impact on the type of CPO that’s needed. Such influence is not necessarily specific to this role, as 
one of our similar studies on fintech COOs found.3 

Each company needs to determine which of these skill sets are most important given its 
relative maturity and specific needs; many will want to prioritize two or three of these areas. 
The right blend of archetypes depends on business priorities, team capabilities, and where the 
organization is in its development life cycle. 

Strategic visionary 
and evangelist
Innovative, future-
focused executive 
who is able to 
continuously translate 
a company’s mission 
into a product vision

Customer or user-
experience guru 
Strongly empathetic with the 
customer base and skilled at 
designing customer journeys 
and onboarding processes as 
well as leading product-road-
map design and delivery

Commercial champion 
Focused on pricing, 
exceptional at planning 
and executing go-to-
market strategies

Brand communications 
expert 
Adept at engaging a strong 
network and profile to create 
excitement and buzz about 
the business and its products 

Technology leader 
Able to spearhead 
development and 
engineering efforts to 
build the customer-
experience platform and 
use data to drive insights 
and solve user problems
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All that said, however, there are certain characteristics that great product leaders have in common, 
in our experience. One is communication skills: the ability to coalesce the entire organization 
around a customer-centric purpose, vision, and mission. Another is a mindset that’s both strategic 
and tactical: the ability to align structures, people, and processes to business objectives, with a 
plan for hitting targets, while still fostering bottom-up input. A third key capability is developing 
an empowering product culture: the product remit is simply too enormous for micromanagement, 
particularly as an organization grows.

Leaders can systematically assess how to shape their company’s CPO role by considering a few 
core questions:

Why does the company need a CPO?
With the quality of the user experience being so critical to success, it’s become essential to find 
the right balance between digital and product capabilities. That balance will determine how 
the CPO role can best bridge the gaps among customers, developers, and the business.

Is this the right time to hire a CPO?
If this is the company’s first CPO, is the founding team really ready to make the hire? How 
much autonomy and challenge are the other leaders willing to afford this hire? It pays to be 
clear about who can best lead on the product front—the founder or CEO or the CPO—and 
at what stage of the company’s development the product leader will need to change. How 
can the CPO and CTO functions best be aligned to support the desired mix of product and 
technical requirements? 

What specific competencies and responsibilities should the CPO have in order to round 
out the executive team and meet strategic goals?
Looking at the five CPO archetypes, which of those is the right fit at this particular moment 
in the organization? What does the CPO need to be really good at in order to execute the 
business strategy, and how can the CPO role help to deliver on those capabilities? What degree 
of commercial or product focus, for example, is right for the role, and how will it evolve?

What is the ideal background for a CPO at the company? 
Should the CPO have exposure to specific sectors, for example, or experience in particular 
functions or companies? Will the CPO need expertise in scaling a business or commercializing an 
existing product suite? The articulation of role responsibilities is also important, including exactly 
what will be devolved to the CPO if the founder or CEO has hitherto had ownership of product.

What is the right cultural fit for the company? 
What kind of CPO would be a good fit with the organization and senior team in terms of values 
and culture; identification with purpose, vision, and mission; and approach to collaboration? 

Bringing all major stakeholders into the discussion of the role will provide valuable perspectives 
and help to get buy-in where little expertise may exist. Fintech boards, for example, don’t tend 
to have a deep understanding of product, and operational expertise usually comes from CEOs, 
CFOs, and general managers.4

Building a winning team
Given how involved with product a founder or CEO typically is, and how vital collaboration is to 
new-product delivery, strong alignment on values and vision may well be the most important 
consideration for a tech firm’s choice of a specific CPO. The ability for the CPO and CEO to see eye 
to eye on matters of execution is also key, especially if they share responsibilities. These can present 
real challenges: founders have worked hard to bring their businesses through the first rounds of 
funding, and it can be tough for them to step back and empower other leaders. 

No less important is how CPOs will interact with their peers, particularly when the company has 
a separate CTO role. Finding the right balance between a customer-centric product mindset and 
an execution-focused technical mindset can be tricky, and the goal for each company, throughout 
recruitment and onboarding, should be to make sure that the people in both roles will work 
together as effectively as possible. An effective way to achieve that balance is for the CPO to focus 
on the “why,” and the CTO on the “how.” When Just Eat merged the two functions into one role, 

4 David Boehmer, “Closing the gap in fintech boards,” Heidrick & Struggles, January 8, 2019, heidrick.com.

“Tech and product are two legs  
on the same body—both have   
to move in sync.”

Fernando Fanton
Chief Product and Technology Officer, Just Eat
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the primary consideration was how to clearly map roles and responsibilities to avoid potential 
friction. There are certainly advantages to a hybrid role, as long as there is a true constructive 
tension between product and technology heads, with each feeling able to challenge the other and 
ultimately find the best solution. 

Ensuring that the CPO’s style of execution matches the culture of the organization more generally 
is another key point. The British online money-transfer service TransferWise considers this so 
important that senior product hires are required to spend their first six months working at the 
product manager level in order to understand how things get done in the organization. 

Attracting the right CPO 
Identifying the ideal CPO profile is just the start. Attracting the right person to fill the role is an 
additional significant challenge for most companies: CPOs are a hot commodity in Europe, where 
the demand outstrips the supply.

Many companies promote CPOs from within. Internal promotions are relatively common, which 
may be one reason why about half of the CPOs in our study have never previously held the 
position. Promoting from within means that the CPO knows how things work and can hit the 
ground running in many respects, even if there are competency gaps. 

Companies that broaden their search, however, stand to benefit particularly from access to the 
greater diversity and expertise that a wider pool of talent offers. European tech companies, for 
example, are sorely challenged to find senior product executives, and yet 66% of tech CPOs in 
our study were recruited from just a few sectors, all male dominated, such as technology, gaming, 
and financial services. Staying within the confines of a more technical talent pool—where women 
are underrepresented—rather than also including a more commercial one may also be behind 
why we found that just 7.5% of tech firms’ CPOs are female, compared with 20% women CPOs at 
their fintech counterparts. This is particularly important when it comes to designing a customer 
experience that appeals to women.

“The ability to understand how the 
organization executes is one of the 
most critical enablers of success.”

Nilan Peiris
Vice President, Growth, TransferWise

Being able to prioritize requirements for the role and knowing when to compromise are important, 
too. For instance, a candidate’s lack of leadership experience in the product function isn’t necessarily 
a drawback, as indicated by the relatively high proportion of CPOs our study found who have never 
been in the role before. Being able to plug any resulting competency gaps is important and can be 
done through mentoring, training, or having complementary strengths on the senior team.

Differentiating from other companies seeking a CPO is also vital, especially in a market crowded 
with growth companies that candidates may know little about. The company’s culture plays a big 
part in this differentiation, as does a track record of product investment and clear messaging in the 
company about the importance of product, with compensation that reflects that. And, given that 
many CPO positions are newly created, candidates will be cautious and want to know what the 
role entails and how empowering the founder/existing management will be in reality, so again, the 
clarity of the role description is crucial.

Great strides yet to be made toward a more diverse CPO cohort in both fintech and tech sectors
Fintechs Tech companies

–

–

Women in CPO roles

Previous sector experience:
Consumer

Consulting

Gaming

Financial services

Technology and services

Others

10%

50%

20%

7.5%

30%

2.5%

24%

8%

7.5%

30%

11%

14%
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The road ahead 
Defining the CPO role isn’t a one-off process; building on the lessons learned, the role needs to 
evolve along with the organization and the maturity of the product function. At different moments 
in time, one company might need, for example, a strategic visionary, a customer-experience guru, 
or a commercial champion. As the role gains traction and becomes more common in both fintechs 
and tech companies in Europe, it’s unlikely that there will ever be a single model for the role. As 
companies grow and change focus, leaders will benefit from regularly assessing the need and 
scope of the role and making sure its focus on customer experience—the only path to enduring 
success—is relentless. And importantly, they need to build the next generation of product leaders 
who can step into the role once organizations need them.

“We have to create pathways and 
bridges for people to develop 
the capabilities necessary for the 
role. I think formal and informal 
mentorship programs can play an 
important role in building skills 
and confidence for those who 
show interest and promise.”

Fernando Fanton
Chief Product and Technology Officer, Just Eat
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